
ANALYZING NIGHT

This lesson uses a Socratic Seminar to deepen students' understanding of the text Night by Elie Wiesel. Students will
use textual evidence during the discussion .

They did not put me to sleep. Part of this detached style is his use of very short sentences that are quick and to
the point. The third dream showcased two different books, a dictionary and a tome of poetry. The students are
instructed to use questions to show this internal conflict of whether they will leave or stay. How do You
compare to this stricken mass gathered to affirm to You their faith, their anger, their defiance? Does it approve
of the source of the dream or not? I like for the students to think about and discuss the purpose of using this
style with the topic he is covering. I insist they show respect in writing out their chapter endings. Nothing will
happen to anyone. Style: Ellipses Ellipses can be scarce in some of the texts we read, but Wiesel frequently
uses them in his text to show uncertainty or hesitancy when the characters are speaking. The camp. Have you
had an upsetting or an intriguing dream?? Step Two: Source the Image. What is the source of the dream? He
awoke from the first dream confused and disturbed. Do you want to understand your dreams, either daydreams
or night dreams? One of the most oft-used forms of clairvoyance involves receiving and analyzing dreams,
whether received while sleeping or when awakeâ€”as a nighttime dream or a day dream. The content itself is
critical, but his writing is what sets it apart from other historical accounts. Style: Sentence Structure and Tone
Elie Wiesel often writes in a detached tone when describing some of the horrors he witnessed or even endured.
Check with the Spirit. She is president of Life Systems Services, through which she has conducted over 65,
client sessions and presented training classes throughout Europe, Asia, and the Americas. The gate. The next
exercise can be used to comprehend a daydream or night dream. The military march. I thought angrily. I also
remind them to keep it real with what could have actually happened. I interpret the second dream as an
awakening. Concentrate on this image and seek to understand its message. For in-depth multi-media coverage
throughout all of Ms. How I longed for an order to run! Spend time with this picture and pull counsel from it.
Healing streams of grace are energies that are sent directly from the heavens to help you with any and all
situations. Elie and his father are trying to decide if they should stay in the hospital or evacuate with the rest of
the camp. At that spot in the text, I make sure the students stop and do not see what happens next. Style:
Parallel Structure For this section, I list out half-a-dozen examples of parallel structure and ask the students to
try to determine the definition of parallel structure based on what they notice from the examples. It revealed an
image of Paris and then disappeared. In it, he was being pursued by ghosts. For example, one student had Elie
and father die, even though we know Elie survives and writes the book. When the students are writing their
own ending to chapter five which I have them do as a final assessment for this assignment I encourage them to
include internal conflict through use of questions as well. I teach this step in my book. Learn more at www.
They did write me down! From these three dreams, Descartes derived his life purpose, which resulted in him
becoming the father of empirical science.


